
Lorna Raven, a seasoned videographer, finds herself
disastrously mired in a freakish plot involving two
dead bodies, Russian agents, a rogue ATF operator,
and murderers bent on killing her to protect their
identities. What begins as the simple mistake of
getting off at the wrong train station spirals into a
harrowing adventure involving mysterious murders
in Queens. 

Seeking to unravel the mystery, she is unexpectedly
reunited with Jefferson, an ATF agent, and her ex-
lover, with whom she shares a tumultuous past and
unresolved feelings. As they find themselves thrust
back together, old sparks reignite against the gritty
backdrop of New York City’s underbelly. Jefferson,
with his complex blend of charisma and secrecy,
becomes Lorna’s ally and a source of conflict as the
investigation forces them to confront the remnants
of their past relationship while trying to keep Lorna
alive.

What Lorna uncovers moves her closer to the heart
of a dark conspiracy as she navigates through
layers of conspiracy. Every decision is as dangerous
personally as it is professionally. Set against a
backdrop of urban danger, her journey explores
what it means to risk everything for love and truth.
Every decision could be fatal in her relentless
pursuit of truth amid deception, where trusting the
wrong ally means a certain death.

“The latest Lorna Raven noir mystery has it all: murder,
spies, politics, romance – and the author’s signature
talent for often hilarious insights on the world, food, and
being female. It’s a fast-paced, exciting crime novel
featuring an indomitable amateur sleuth, full of New
York City flavor. A must-have!” —Jule Selbo, award-
winning author of the Dee Rommel Mystery series: 10
DAYS, 9 DAYS and 8 DAYS

Ilona Joy Saari

Ilona Joy Saari is a Renaissance woman of the
written word whose career spans a captivating
array of genres and platforms. From her tenure
as Deputy Press Secretary for President Jimmy
Carter to her satirical essays in esteemed
newspapers like the NY Daily News, Ilona has left
an indelible mark on the literary landscape.

Her talents extend seamlessly into the world of
fiction, where her "Mystery Chronicles of New
York Women" series, including Freeze Frame and
White Gloves & Rob Roys, enthralls readers with
its gripping narratives. With the eagerly awaited
sequel, The Wrong Station, on the horizon, her
readers are poised for another thrilling ride.

In every word penned by Ilona Joy Saari, there's
a melody of wit, insight, and intrigue, weaving
together a captivating symphony for readers to
enjoy. Beyond her literary pursuits, Ilona
tantalizes taste buds as the food and wine
columnist for Ojai Quarterly and shares her
culinary adventures on her blog, "My Dinners
with Richard."
www.mydinnerswithrichard.blogspot.com
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“I’ve been waiting for the sequel to the thrilling Freeze
Frame, and The Wrong Station takes it up a notch. It’s
a gripping, fast-paced mystery that’ll keep you eagerly
turning the page from beginning to end.”
—Tom Groenfeldt, Forbes Magazine Contributor

“Lorna Raven finds herself embroiled in a double
murder. With pies, lies, murder, and martinis, The
Wrong Station has it all. When you finish, you may be
hungry for a cheeseburger, but your mystery/thriller
appetite will be satisfied, indeed!” —Craig Anderson,
TV Producer and Tony Winning Broadway
Producer/Director
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A tale of unexpected twists
and lethal truths
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